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Peter writes,
This Sunday we will be reading the opening verses of the
Gospel of Mark. The first half dozen words of the gospel say,
“The beginning of the good news…”
Such words might have made an excellent headline on
December 19th, 2020. That’s the day 84-year-old Pauline
Gauvin rolled up her sleeve and received New Brunswick’s
first dose of the corona virus vaccine: the beginning of the
good news.
The scale of good news can be monumental. Canada has
ordered enough doses to vaccinate tens of millions of people.
Yet that multitudinous good news begins with one citizen in a
residence for seniors.

The Very Rev. Dr. Peter Short

Mark’s version of the good news breaks out in one person
when John the Baptist appears in the wilderness. The
beginning of the good news…

I’m pretty sure that in writing those words Mark’s vision was not restricted to the scene of John
baptizing at the Jordan. I think Mark meant the beginning of the whole story: John and Jesus at the
river, the disciples and the Pharisees, the crowds and the conflict, the forgiving and the feeding, the
teaching and the travelling, the garden and the last supper, the agony, the abandonment, and the death.
And beyond death, the rising, although Mark’s account didn’t get that far. His gospel ends with the
women going to the tomb, only to discover that Jesus was not there. They ran away terrified.
And of course, the story to which Mark gave his beginning goes on. It rolls down through years and
centuries and ages. Along the way much of the story gets co-opted by ecclesiastical and imperial
powers that have used the good news to further their ambitions; crusades, inquisitions, pogroms,
wars, land dispossessions. And along the way much of the story creates a priceless inheritance of
beauty in art, architecture, music, law, literature and learning; feeding the hungry, healing the sick,
giving life and substance for the living of others.
Yet for all its vastness of scale, for better and for worse, the good news begins again and again, one
life at a time. John the Baptist is calling Jesus to the river. Pauline Gauvin is rolling up her sleeve.
Wednesdays at Wilmot is setting the table. Young Greta Thunberg is standing up to address the adults.
The good news is that good news is always beginning.
And what of your precious life? What if there had been this headline announcing your appearance on
the day of your birth?
The beginning of the good news…
From that day forward you’ve had a life story to tell. You’ve been on a winding road leading away
from that small beginning. And, thanks be to God, you are given each day new. You may begin again
today. Even if good news is not happening around you, you can always be good news. Because in the
end the news Mark is telling is not for reading or for watching, it’s for living. Is there any other kind
of news you would rather be?

Ellen writes,
Throughout Advent, Peter and I selected a
focus for the week, placed the words of the
decided focus in a little glass ball and hung it
on the tree. We wanted to travel through the
weeks leading up to Christmas with hope but
also recognizing these difficult times. The
final one read “The Story Lives On...”

Reverend Ellen Beairsto
These past few weeks:
John and Ann Price have welcomed their first greatgrandchild.
Families and friends have come together to celebrate
Christmas in new ways.
Volunteers have worked tirelessly on behalf of the
vulnerable.
Our children and their families gathered outdoors on
December 24th walking by our outdoor Nativity Scene.
Our bell tolled along with others on Christmas Day.

Mary, Joseph and an angel watch over
baby Jesus.

Jamie ringing our bell on
Christmas Day.

The public check out our live Nativity scene
as Christmas Carols are heard through our speakers.

The McMillans watching the
Nativity scene with interest.

Gwen and William with the
live Nativity scene.

Lauren and her Mom
(Kellie)

See the last page to
see what Ana
placed on the tree.

Ana placing a ball
on the tree
And now:
We have entered 2021 and our journey continues. The children will continue their Sunday School
gatherings via ZOOM. The youth will come together (adhering to the COVID restrictions) to share
their laughter, their smiles, their faith, and their passion. W@W, Saturday Night Drop-In, UCW,
Prayer Shawl Ministry, Sunday Morning Lectionary Conversations along with all of our groups will
continue to find ways to be. Wilmot even has a new online gathering beginning January 21st (See this
week’s announcements for more information or give us a call.) We are living in unprecedented and
challenging times, but we know we are not alone.
If we were to place words in that little glass ball this week...perhaps we would use the words that Peter mentions in his write-up – “The beginning of the good news…”
Happy New Year & Blessings in 2021

Peter Short and Ellen Beairsto share an interim ministry
at Wilmot United Church as the congregation prepares to
call a new ministry team.

